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How to submit your assignments

Submitting written and spoken TMAs

Complete and save your written answers in a single new document for each TMA using Microsoft 

Word, or other software, such Microsoft Works or as StarOffice, in which you can use the 'Save As...' 

option to save your document as a Word-compatible file (.doc, .docx or .rtf).

Record spoken answers, using either the Audio Recording Tool on your module website under 

‘Assessment resources’ (which automatically produces files in an appropriate format) or your own 

recording software (set up to produce MP3 files with appropriate compression) - see instructions 

below.

If your TMA has both a written and a spoken part, move all your answer files for that TMA into one 

folder, zip it together and submit the zip file through the online TMA/EMA service (the eTMA system).

When submitting your assignment via the electronic system, you should ensure that the single file that 

you are submitting contains all of the work you want to be assessed. If you submit more than one file 

for a TMA to the system, each submission will overwrite the previous one. You should also follow the 

guidance in the Assessment Handbook regarding which file formats you can submit in. 

You will not be allowed to resubmit your assignment after the cut-off date if it turns out that you have 

sent the wrong file or an incomplete version, or if you have overwritten part of your assignment by 

submitting a second file.

For answers to Frequently Asked Questions, go to StudentHome, click the 'Help Centre' tab (in line 

with the title 'StudentHome'), then click 'Computing help' and then 'Submitting and collecting 

assignments online'.

Making an audio recording

The Audio Recording Tool (ART) is the first option for making an audio recording for your assignment. 

It is designed to be simple to use, as it automatically produces WAV files in a specially-compressed 

form suitable for submitting to the online TMA/EMA service.

The other option is to use recording software on your own computer. This can give you more control 

over your recording, but the disadvantage is that you will have to compress your audio file yourself. 

(You will need to save your recording in MP3 format, mono, with a bitrate of 48kbps, to make sure it is 

sufficiently small for the online TMA/EMA service. A WAV file, unless produced by the Audio 

Recording Tool, is unlikely to be suitable.)
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Your computer may already have recording software, but if not there are several suitable programs 

freely available on the internet. One example is Audacity , which is available for both PC and Apple 

Macintosh computers. You can download it from the Audacity website, and you will need to install it 

on your computer. Note that to save MP3 files from Audacity (as you will need to do for your 

assignments) you must also install the LAME MP3 encoder; instructions for how to do this are on the 

Audacity FAQ page.

Unfortunately if you have problems with Audacity or other software not produced by the Open 

University, the OU Computing Helpdesk cannot advise you. However, there is a Help page on the 

Audacity website , and if you post in the Technical support forum or your own module forum you may 

find that another student or member of staff who also uses the software can answer your question.

®

Naming your files for assignments

Please use the following convention when naming the files you will be submitting for your TMAs:

• your PI number, followed by an underscore, followed by

• the module code, followed by an underscore, followed by 

• the letters TMA and the TMA number (01, 02, 03, 04). Your EMA should be referred to as 

TMA30.

As an example, the file name for TMA01 of module L192 from a student whose PI number is 

A1234567 should be A1234567_L192_TMA01 followed by the file extension (.doc or .docx for a Word 

document, .mp3 or .wav for an audio file).


